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Executive

Summary

At this point in time, reality technologies (AR/VR/MR/XR) is poised 
to revolutionize the world. However, so many pieces are missing in 
the path toward widespread adoption, most notably the absence of 
accessible content that motivates consumers to invest in this new 
technology. 



We knew we couldn’t make a guaranteed killer app in 6 months, but 
we hope that by helping designers & content creaters enter the 
field, we can expand the field and shorten the timeline of future 
killer apps. 



We completed 13 weeks of research that consisted of: 


- 3 full cycles of research & synthesis

- 28 total semi-structured remote interviews

- 4 workflow maps and 7 journey maps

- 1 survey/screener with 54 total responses

We were able to map the whole journey of an enthusiast (an aspiring 
professional designer who are motivated to enter into the reality 
technologies space):

Right now is a formative time for the reality technologies field, and there is 
great opportunity to not only expand the field to original designer talents 
but also to revolutionalize the future of 3D interactions. 



- Educate enthusiasts to perceive spatially & create original 3D 
interactions

- Embed storytelling visions within reality technology

- Create a medium for AR/VR designers to better convey ideas across 
different stakeholders and team members

Stage 0:

Stage 1:

Stage 2:

Stage 3:

Stage 4:

Stage 5:

Not involved in AR/VR

Experience the Magic Moment

Creating their own Magic Moments

Telling their own Story

Demonstrating their skills

Creating Standards for Emerging Tech
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Introduction 
& Background
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Designers should care because of the 
market which is about to shift towards a 
new paradigm of immersive 3D content. 
Sound, touch, depth, and emotion will all 
be integral to the AR/VR experience, 
making even the most novel 2D screen 
experiences feel boring and dated.”

Blake Hudelson

“
6.

Why AR/VR?
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We believe that 

reality technologies 
(AR/VR/MR/XR) is the future.

“The majority of respondents … polled, cited the lack 
of compelling content, problems with user experience 
and cost as the main impediments to AR and VR 
adoption in the coming years.”


“Every AR [and VR] experience, from the least to the 
most sophisticated, requires content. In some cases 
it’s possible to repurpose existing digital content… [but 
over time] more-complex, dynamic contextual 
experiences must be built from scratch, which requires 
specialized expertise.”


The biggest obstacle currently is the lack of 
good content.

7.

2.
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Our Initial Problem Topic: 

How might we improve a new 
designer’s experience 
prototyping in AR/VR?

Therefore, we need designers & content 
creators to join this space in order to improve 
existing threadbare user experiences and create 
the future new killer app.
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Overview 
of Findings
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Overall Findings

Professionals

Enthusiast

Enthusiasts

Experience the 
magic moment

Creating their own 
magic moments

Telling their 
own story

Demonstrate 
their skills

Stage 2Stage 1

Stage 0

Not involved in 
AR/VR

Successfully 
working in AR/VR

Stage 5

Stage 3 Stage 4

Through our research, we identified a 4-stage 
journey that enthusiasts go through. 



Each enthusiast goes through these stages, though 
they might go through each stage at different speeds 
and in a different order.
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See the future potential But something’s holding them back

Stage 0 

Not involved in AR/VR

Every designer that we talked believes that AR/VR technology has 
definite promise in the future.

“I think sometimes while the ideas are 
there and good and meaningful, 
either the technology isn't there or 
like society hasn't adopted enough to 
make it feel comfortable and normal 
to us.”

“Personally, I definitely see that's a 
trend. I definitely see that this will  
one day will be widely adopted.”

Why some designers don't want to design for AR/VR:

1.

2.

3.

4.

“I personally am not able to find ... 
good practical everyday 
applications of [AR/VR].”

“I always feel like they're like AR/VR 
has been putting to a heavy tech 
kind of topic... for me [that feels] 
intimidating because I don’t have a 
more technical background...

“I think like it would be super 
impactful and meaningful to find like 
a good use for this technology. Like, 
it's pretty amazing technology.”

“New things are scary, you know. I'm 
someone who feels a little ... 
paralyzed [when I]... feel very out of 
my element.”

This contradicts with their design principles/mindset

The technology is not there yet/no available technology

The learning curve of new tools is high (fear)

They feel they are not creative/technical/good enough to do it

- D2

- D5 - D5

- D5

- D2

- D5
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Magic renders the world differently Experience in a Headset

Stage 1

Experience the Magic Moment

“Magic: The power of apparently influencing the course of events by using 
mysterious or supernatural forces.”

“......See the world right in front of you. 
It’s hard because you see it everyday, 
but all of a sudden you see it different 
and that makes all the difference.”

“I think that’s the problem. Students 
have not experienced the magic yet… 
but they will. This is just a question of 
a few years.”

Many peoples’ magic moments happen when they experience 
the world inside a VR or MR headset.

-- Dictionary.com

“That's why I'm trying to jump so 
quickly, even though I barely know 
what I'm doing... because I know this 
is the future... I know there's some 
really cool things that we could have 
in our world.”

“I put it on and that's when I 
saw the future pipes in the 
building before. I'm like, 
how does it know where we 
are? It's just tracks the room 
and knows where you are. 
Like, that's amazing!”

- S1

- E4

- S1

- E4
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Stage 2

Creating their own Magic Moments

Headsets helps to visualize the 
experience

People can begin visualizing spatially & transition 
from 2D to 3D thinking by putting on a VR headset 
and fully experiencing the z-axis.

“You can take someone who does 2D design like app design... and you 
can have them do stuff for immersive technology but they'll end up 
doing a lot of stuff that sort of flat sitting right in front of you. It's much 
harder to get people to use a full 3d space.”

“... it’s getting things on device [as] early as possible. [That’s] the 
only way to really do that ... I mentioned before, like you could get 
just stuck iterating in your 2D space because it's so so comfortable 
and so fast. And then you as soon as you get it on device, you 
realize, yeah it's irrelevant.”


2D       3D mindset transition is hard

- S11

- S7
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Stage 2 (cont’d)

Creating their own Magic Moments

In order for designers to seriously enter the space, they 
need to get their hands dirty and play with multple tools in 
order to learn different techniques.



It’s important for designers to individually learn how the 
tools work through exploration as well as trial & error. Those 
with non-game design backgrounds may have a hard time 
since many tools are based on game design principles.

“Biggest [tip is] don't be intimidated... 
Once you get started and get going, it 
starts becoming natural pretty quickly. 
You start figuring those things out and 
figuring out your workflow.”

“... most of [my projects] are just 
like I started something for three 
months and then restarted 
because I did it wrong.”

People who lack personal motivation tend to find various 
reasons to not explore. They must sustain their passion in order 
to keep progressing to master these techniques.

Learning through struggling Passion drives progress

- E4

- E3
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Stage 3

Telling their own Story

Designer envisions their own project with their unique point 
of view, and uses their acquired knowledge & skills for the 
correct techniques needed to make it happen. 



This requires additional imagination, storytelling skills, & 
possibly running into technical limitations as to what they 
want to make.

“For me, storytelling is the main trigger to have the process of AR... if I put myself 
as a person in a sort of story [and] ... if you want to feel the same thing as Harry 
Potter, how will things look to you from a first person perspective? ... I imagine it 
as a person as the center of the experience.”

- E2

- E4

- E4

At this point, designers when working with partners. There is no 
unified way for them to convey and share their ideas across partners 
of different backgrounds & skill levels.

Creating their own content No unified way to communicate ideas

“Yeah, if I have a friend here that can 
just go, oh don't do that... [just] watch 
this, like, that would be amazing. Um, 
but... finding the right people, that's 
the difficulty I found.”

“I even tried to explain the experience 
to other people ... [but they] don't get 
it, they don't they don't see how... 
useful it is until it's on your head.”
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Stage 4

Demonstrate their skills

People need to curate & visually enhance their projects to show 
prospective employers & clients what they can do. 



Final outcome is extremly important.

“I don't care about your whiteboards and post-it notes and user journeys and all 
that other stuff. I just want to see that final beautiful work.”

“Getting in context community staying in 
contact through LinkedIn or Slack or whatever 
is hugely important to building up that 
network.”

Visually Stunning Portfolio

Of the 28 people we interviewed, most relied on 
communities to access resources & find people to help them 
when they get stuck. 



Both enthusiasts and professionals are willing to share their 
experience and expertise with others in the community.

Community is essential

- S7

- E3
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Stage 5

Creating Standards in 
Emerging Tech

In an emerging tech field, nothing is established and everyone is 
always learning. Therefore, people who can bring a lot of 
knowledge to a team are preferred, making it difficult for 
newcomers to break in.



Workflow is therefore established as the team (and parent 
company) evolves.

“It's a big workflow, right? So I mean, imagine like making 
your own product from scratch, right? ... You would have a 
software team, hardware team manufacturing team, ...  
you have a R&D team, and they all have their own 
business units, and they basically are all functioning in 
parallel like a matrix.”

New Flows in New Tech Teams

In current industry, team members are pulled primarily from 
3D, other AR/VR teams, or game development backgrounds. 
Contract workers who specialize in concept artwork and 
sound design are also brought in temporarily.



It’s difficult to communicate spatial ideas across such a 
diverse team alongside outside clients.

“We'll do ... storyboards [which are 
mainly] to communicate to our 
customer... That's a really big 
challenge, too is helping our 
customer ... understand how design 
works in that 3D space because for 
them it’s like a black hole, like, okay, 
it's magic.”

Continue Conveying Ideas

- S2

- S11
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Professionals

Enthusiast

Enthusiasts

Experience the 
magic moment

Creating their own 
magic moments

Telling their 
own story

Demonstrate 
their skills

Stage 2Stage 1

Stage 0

Not involved in 
AR/VR

Successfully 
working in AR/VR

Stage 5

Stage 3 Stage 4

Enthusiasts will have a tough time if 
they skip any of the stages in 
between.

Ex. E5, who had just transitioned to 2, has a strong 
vision for a killer app (stage 3) and doesn’t want to 
explore other tools or techniques. 



Because they are trying to skip stage 2 and 
therefore lack the vocabulary to communicate 
ideas as required for stage 3, they are currently 
having a hard time.
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Research 
Calendar

Research Cycle 1: Explore the AR/VR Field 

Research Cycle 2: Deep Dive into Industry

Research Cycle 3: Reflect on Personal Journey

4 WEEKS

5 WEEKS

4 WEEKS

Our research took a total of 13 weeks.
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Insights Mapping

Insights of Stage 0

Insights found from

Research Cycle 1

Insights found from

Research Cycle 2

Insights found from

Research Cycle 3

Insights of Stage 1 Insights of Stage 3Insights of Stage 2 Insights of Stage 4 Insights of Stage 5

Visually 
Stunning 
Portfolio

New Flows in 
New Tech Teams

Continue 
Conveying 
Ideas

Community 
is essential

See the future 
potential

Magic renders 
the world 
differently

Experience 
in a Headset

Something is 
holding them 
back

Headsets helps 
to visualize the 
experience

Learning 
through 
struggling

Creating their 
own content

No unified way 
to communicate 
ideas

Passion drives 
progress

2D       3D mindset 
transition is hard
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How did we obtain 
these insights?

to Cycle 1 Research Process
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1Explore the AR/VR Field

Cycle 1
4 Weeks: 03/09/2020 - 04/02/2020
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Research Cycle 1 Goal:

Summary: Research Methods:

Research Questions:
Why is AR/VR is important?



What are the opportunities in the space of AR/VR?



What are the barriers while designing for AR/VR?

Explore the AR/VR space

This cycle explains how we approached our initial process of 
research which involved literature reviews, mapping out 
stakeholders, and interviewing professionals in the reality 
technologies space in order to understand the industry better. 



At the end of this cycle, we set a rough research question around the 
spectrum of ‘designing for AR/VR’ and how people from our cohort 
who wish to but hesitate in designing for this space influenced us to 
tackle this problem space.

1.  Literature Review



2.  Stakeholder Mapping



3.  Exploration Interviews



4.  Existing Tools Analysis

Non-AR/VR 
Designer
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Literature Review Findings:

Academic Paper Findings: Blogs and Internet Findings:

Troubleshooting problems is a pain when trying on new platforms.



A creator must come in with a developer mindset.



Handing off to a developer from the designer’s end is not easy.



Difficulty transitioning from 2D thinking to 3D thinking.



High barrier to learning game engines for AR/VR development.

With 3D, the learning curve is steep and varies according to specialty. 



Most of existing AR applications are visualizing information that was not visible 
before and enable interaction with this information using voice input, gaze 
tracking, and gesture interaction.



Demand for multi-media artists and animators will increase as consumers 
continue to demand more realistic video games, movie and television special 
effects, and 3D animated movies.



There are key ambiguities and unexpected behaviors that arise when a user 
performs direct manipulation in 3D.



One does not have to cram the information into a relatively small monitor,

but to have as much space as possible and to be limited only by the

amount of space around.

We further investigated this space by performing secondary reseach 
where we started looking over the academic papers, blogs and 
medium posts on the internet. 



We divided our findings into 2 buckets: 
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Stakeholder Mapping
Performing stakeholder mapping in the early stage helped us to 
identify different possible users at different stages. We wanted to 
understand the entire workflow from the start to end of how AR/VR 
development is done in the industry and what places we can find 
major opportunities.




Traits that we wanted in our initial users:

Experienced with Visual & UX Design for traditional (2D) screen 
interfaces but not familiar with 3D spatial awareness and designing 
for the surrounding environment.



Interested in learning how to design for AR/VR applications and want 
to grow in their career.



Unfamiliar with gaming engines.



Involved in the development cycle of reality technologies.



Have some experience with designing (whether through professional 
tools or sketching with pen/paper) 


Visual or UX 
Designers 


who want to learn 
design for AR/VR


AR/VR 
Developers

AR/VR 
Academics

Interested 
Companies & 

Entrepreneurs

AR/VR 
Enthusiasts 

3D Artists

Professional Workers 
who would benefit 

from AR/VR 

Everyone Else

AR/VR Product 
Leaders

Game 
Designers & 
Developers
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Exploration Interview

Associate Professor for IXD 
@University of Washington

Design + HCI Lecturer 
@University of Washington

Product Manager 
@Microsoft Mixed Reality

Former Hardware Engineer 
@MagicLeap

AR/VR Product Designer 
@Facebook Reality Labs

Staff UX Designer 

@Google

SME 1 (S1)

SME 3 (S3)

SME 5 (S5)

SME 2 (S2)

SME 4 (S4) 

SME 6 (S6) 

For our exploration interviews, we wanted to further understand the 
space by conducting 6 interviews from the following backgrounds:

Independent and professional AR/VR Designers & Developers 



UW AR/VR professors & academic experts 



AR/VR teams (Spark AR, Hololens, etc,) at big tech companies 
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Existing Tools Analysis
On-boarding ourselves

Experiencing the magic

We familiarized ourselves with the lingo and tools by immersing 
ourselves in this space and trying out different softwares. This 
helped us build our vocabulary in order to better conduct interviews 
with our stakeholders.



Additionally, it also gave us a sense of what is currently possible and 
the limitations that exist with these tools in the AR/VR spectrum.


Everyone whom we spoke to recommended for us to experience the 
space personally.


We explored more than 50+ tools and tried a couple of them in 
person to make sure we know the purpose of each tool.

“Spend at least a 100 hours before starting to design for AR/VR.”
- S4
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There are many prototyping tools currently 
used by designers including Unity (currently 
the most popular), but there is not yet a 
Sketch or Figma for reality technologies 
prototyping.



There is a lot of work ongoing in this field, 
but there is still much to be done.



Market acceptance is hard: currently at the 
top is enterprise & gaming, but there is no 
widely-accepted consumer-level killer app.

There’s a lot of 
opportunity in the reality 
technologies field 
because it’s so new.

Key Insights
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Reflection

With the knowledge we gained from the literature study and an 
initial round of exploration interviews, we were able to roughly 
frame our research questions. 



We learned:

- SMEs have differing strategies toward early prototyping

- Everyone struggles in translating from 2D thinking to 3D



As a result, we decided to further investigate 2D to 3D thinking in 
non-AR/VR designers and the professional SME workflow. to Cycle 2 Research Process
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2Deep Dive into Industry

5 Weeks: 04/07/2020 -  05/06/2020

Cycle 2
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Research cycle 2 Goal:

Summary:

Research Questions:
How do professionals currently design/develop content for reality 
technologies?



How can we help designers outside of this field transition to 
designing for reality technologies?

Learn about SMEs’ workflows, skill sets, and share them with 
non-AR/VR designers to help them transition into this field.

The goal of this cycle was to interview SMEs to learn their workflow, skill 
sets, and share them with non-AR/VR designers to help them enter this 
field more easily.



At the same time, we also talked to designers outside of AR/VR field to 
identifying the difference between AR/VR designers and non-AR/VR 
designers: 

Research Methods:
1.  Persona Building



2.  Target User Interviews



3.  SME Interview + Workflow Mapping Activity



4.  Competitive Analysis

Non-AR/VR 
Designer

Professionals

Professional training

Background

Skillset

Workflow

Mindset 
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Persona:

Non-AR/VR 
Designer

Non-AR/VR designers: 


People with a traditional design background who 
are new to reality technologies 

AR/VR design professionals: 


Professional tech workers who are already working in the Reality 
Technology field who have oversight into the workflow, recruiting, 
and team structure

Professionals
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Target User Interview

Designer with 
Animation Background

Designer with 

Industrial Design Background

Designer with 

Digital Editorial Background

Designer with 

Architecture Background

Designer with 

Theater Design Background

Designer with 

Branding Design Background

Designer (D1)

Designer (D3)

Designer (D5)Designer (D2)

Designer (D4)

Designer (D6)

We recruited 6 general designers from UW’s HCI program with 
different design backgrounds from each other. 



Our conversation focused on:

Design journey (education + professional work)

3D related experience

AR/VR related experience

 2D<-->3D mindset thinking
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SME Interview + Workflow Mapping

Designer

@Oculus VR

Game Designer 

@US Army Game Studios

Former Hardware Engineer 
@MagicLeap

AR/VR UX Designer 
@Google

Senior UX Designer for MR  
@Microsoft

Game/Level Designer 

@US Army Game Studios

AR/VR Product Designer 
@Facebook Reality Labs

CEO @AR/VR Game Studio/ 
Adjunct Professor for AR/VR 

@Chapman University

Principle AR/VR UI Designer 
@HTC Vive

SME (S10)

SME (S12)

SME 2 (S2)SME (S8)

SME (S11)

SME (S13)

SME 4 (S4) SME (S9)

SME 7 (S7)

We reached out to AR/VR design professionals on Linkedin and spoke 
to 9 SMEs. We conducted a workflow mapping activity alongside a 
semi-structured interview. 



The facilitator asked questions to learn the about SMEs’ team 
makeup and their general workflow process. Other 2 teammates 
mapped the workflow on Figma and took notes.



Through this activity, we learned how different teams work together 
at each stage and what tools they use throughout the entire process. 
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Workflow Mapping of AR/VR Enterprise Project

Think of feasibility

Customer comes 
with needs

Ship

Research

Field Study

Customer needs

Market Research

Ideation Design
Optional:


2D Sketch

Show content in 
device to customer

Replace lo-fi with hi-fi

Revise/Test

Lo-fi prototype 
to test user flow

Get cheap & fast feedback 
from user/customer

Get detailed & 
comprehensive 

feedback

Iteration

Hi-fi UI prototype

C
yc

le
 re

pe
at

s 
un

ti
l t

he
 s

ta
ke

ho
ld

er
 is

 s
at

is
fi

ed

Finalize project 
requirement

Build InfrastructureDevelopmentDebug
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Competitive Analysis
From our previous research, we realized that we didn’t want to only 
concentrate on teaching users the tools. There’s always the 
possibility of these current tools being replaced, but what doesn’t 
change is the mindset and demonstration of spatial understanding.



In this way, although we already did a tool analysis, we felt we still had 
to look outside of pure tools.




We categorized competitors into:

Documentation (to understand current design standards)



Help from online communities



3D prototyping tools that don’t require coding

We evaluated them using following criteria:



1. Adaptability: Easy to Use VS Hard to Use



2. Flexibility: 

          a. Multi-functional VS Single Functional

          b. Dynamic prototype VS Static prototype



3. Usability: Easy to model 3D assets VS Hard to model 3D assets
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Multi-Functional

Single Functional

Easy to Use Hard to Use

Documentation

Documentation

All Competitors

Documentation
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Dynamic Prototyping

Static Prototyping

Flexible to Model 
3D Assets

Inflexible to 
Model 3D Assets

3D Prototyping Tools Only
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Without real passion, 
non-AR/VR designers will 
not make any progress.

People’s design background has an effect on their 
learning style and dimensional thinking mindset.



Designers encounter many barriers that stop them 
from learning AR/VR content creation tools.



In order for them to seriously enter the space, 
designers need to get their hands dirty and get into 
the game engine.

Key Insights
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Reflection

to Cycle 3 Research Process

From our interviews, we were able to map out the fears & challenges 
of the opposite sides of the vast valley of reality technologies. 



We ended up interviewing mostly designers who were not as 
passionate and who were in the beginning stages of their ‘journey’. 
We needed a more varied group of users in order to uncover the rest 
of this journey.



Because of this, we needed to talk more to:

- People with clear passion for the field

- People who come from non-design backgrounds
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3Reflect on Personal Journey

4 Weeks: 05/08/2020 - 06/02/2020

Cycle 3
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Research Cycle 3 Goal:

Summary: Research Methods:
1.  Personas specification



2.  Screener 



3.  Stakeholder Interviews



4.  Journey Map Activity

Research Questions:
How can we classify the early, middle, and late stages of the journey?



What challenges did they encounter during these different stages/if 
they overcame them, how?

Learn about the journey that an enthusiast takes in order to become a 
professional designer in the AR/VR space

Based on S7’s quote: 







We want to give amateur enthusiasts the ability to more easily create 
content for reality technologies in order to demonstrate their spatial 
skills in this space, therefore connecting them to professional 
opportunities.

“I really am looking for people who can demonstrate that they 
understand how space works and how things change depending 
on where they are in space...” 

Professionals

Enthusiast
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Personas

Enthusiast Professionals

In the middle of their journey:

    Overcame small barriers (ex. fear) and started trying some tools

    Created some content that is portable to VR headsets 

Came from a design background

Interested in AR/VR/MR/XR industry

May/may not have a headset

Looking for a career change to the real technology field

Newcomer to creating content on a regular basis

Does not have a holistic view of the development cycle of content 
creation for reality technology

Has challenges while creating content

Searching for resources to harness/advance their skills

Recently finished their journey & can reflect back

Less than 5 years of work experience

Came from a design/development/3D artist background

Currently working in the AR/VR/MR/XR industry

Have their own headset or have access to headset

Has a good understanding of the content creation 
process because of their professional work

Willing to share knowledge and experience with other 
people about AR/VR/MR/XR content creation

Familiar with conveying ideas with different tools to 
different people

Enthusiast Professional
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Screener
Based on the persona specification, we built a screener/survey 
in Google Forms to find enthusiasts and professionals & gather 
preliminary data on them.



We sent our screener out to different communities via LinkedIn, 
Reddit, Instagram, Twitter and Slack AR/VR groups. In total, we 
received 52 responses and 35 of them shared their contact 
details to further speak with us.



A few discoveries from our screener/survey:

Unity is the most popular across all respondents

Google Tiltbrush and ARkit are surprisingly popular as well

Interests of creating content for AR/VR is either 1 or 5 -- no in betweens

Frequency of creating content for AR/VR by our survey respondents:

          14.8% create on a daily basis

          25.9% create on a weekly basis

          24.1% create on a monthly basis

People wear multiple hats in this field. Respondents are either a 
designer/artist/PM or a developer.

29.6% of them were already into the professional space and 37% of 
them were actively seeking a career change
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Stakeholder Interview + Journey Mapping

Enthusiast 2 (E2)

Enthusiast 1 (E1)

Enthusiast 3 (E3)

Enthusiast 4 (E4)

A trans-disciplinary interaction designer who is 
interested in integrating emerging tech such AR/VR, 
AI and ML into new media 

An innovation strategist who is passionate about 
leveraging the power of AR/VR to create art 

An AR/VR developer/designer who just completed a 
professional AR/VR tranining program from an 
international film school

An electrician who is interested in the use cases of 
AR/VR in construction

We interviewed 3 professionals and 4 enthusiasts. 



We realize that each enthusiast or professional may have a wildly 
different journey from our hypothesis & from each others’ 
journeys, so we wanted some flexibility in our script in order to ask 
on-the-spot questions.

Entrepreneur

Co-founder of an 

AR/VR game studio

Associate Design Director 
at a Design Agency

Co-founder of a AR/VR game studio

Instructor of VR/AR Design & 

Development Program

Professional 2 (P2) Professional 3 (P3)

Professional 1 (P1)
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Completed 
undergradua

te degree 
(took him 7.5 

years)

Worked with 
a large 

telecommun
ications 

company

Company  
kept losing 

money 
because of 

the high cost 
of  hardware 

Connected 
with people 
over Twitter

Company 
starts 

making 
profit

Have been 
working on a 

personal 
project for 

past 5 years

Plan to roll 
out few of 

their own VR 
games

Trying to 
make people 
get into VR 

without 
Headset

Starting to  
hire 

part-time 
workers

Became an 
AR/VR 

instructor at 
VFS

Proactive in 
posting on 

social media

Walking 
through his 

process via a 
blog

Got 1st big 
contract 

project (10 
month long)

Worked with 
a team of 7-8 

people

Worked on 
the technical 

side of the 
spectrum

Remote 
work while 

have no 
direct 

access to 
hardware

Familiarize 
with Game 

Engines 

Take game 
developer 

course

Build a 
simple game 
(Ex: monster 

battle)

Start 
college life, 
major in CS

Minor in 
Cognitive 

psychology

Played with 
Google 

Cardboard

Complete 
1st project 
in 2 weeks

Put 
themselves 
into it and 

started 
creating 
content

Met Google 
Cardboard 

Team at 
SIGGRAPH

Loved the VR 
experience 

with low-cost 
material

Participated 
at a VR  

hackthon

Formed a 
corporation 

with his 
brother

Worked on 
some side 
projects

Won prize and 
joint an 

international 
neworking 

event 

Worked on a 
HTC Vive 
project

Contract 
work 

provided 
headset

Completed 
small projects 
within a small 

team

Updated 
portfolio as 

and when he 
completed 
the project

Used social 
interaction 

for company 
mission 

An Example of Our Journey Mappings

High school 2013 - 2014 2015 - 2016 2017 2018 2019 - 2020
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Every enthusiast goes 
through a common journey, 
though their speed and 
order of steps may vary.

The space attracts people who believe in the 
bright future that reality technologies bring.



Early projects are relatively simple and 
completed in a short timeframe as their 
purpose is to explore techniques.



Direct learning resources (close colleagues 
or friends) are ultimately most useful to 
non-technical designers.

Key Insights
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to Design Opportunities

In Cycle 1, we learned about the industry as a whole.



In Cycle 2, we learned that there is a vast gulf between non-AR/VR 
designers and professionals, and that it takes real courage & passion 
to make that leap.



Finally, in Cycle 3 we were able to fill in all the missing pieces on a 
personal level.



The culmination of all our research is the narrative journey of a 
non-AR design enthusiast, from not knowing about the industry all 
the way to becoming a professional AR/VR designer.

Reflection
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Design 
Opportunities
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Spatial & 
Learning
Spatial visualization involves designing the environment 
all around us, which is different from designing in 3D 
programs where you look at a small 3D object in front of 
you (object-in-hand). 



There’s ample opportunity to teach any interested 
designer because: 

- they don’t have to have a 3D rendering background

- they can begin visualizing spatially at any point by 
experiencing VR or MR space via headset




We can also look into facilitating pair learning once 
enthusiasts reach stage 3. Each designer has a unique 
background & set of skills that could match well with 
someone else’s, and they could learn from each other.
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Storytelling 
in 3D
There’s a big opportunity to capitalize on new designers’ 
storytelling visions within reality technology in order to 
advance the future of 3D interactions. What better time to 
unlearn 2D flat interaction techniques than in the 
formative learning stages?



While using a VR or MR headset, users themselves 
become the camera and are able to tell & experience a 
story in a unique way. 
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Collaboration 
& Community
A vehicle for collaboration is needed for both budding 
enthusiasts and working professional professionals. This 
may involve creating a medium for people to better 
convey ideas across different stakeholders and team 
members. Currently, there are no notable existing similar 
platforms.



Another option may be building a community where 
enthusiasts, skilled contractors, and current 
professionals could meet in order to network, learn, and 
grow their skills together. 

Image of two/or more people doin things togethr
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Next Steps
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Narrow Down Opportunities
We have so many data points and opportunities to pursue 
that we need to figure out where we want to focus on.



Some questions we need to consider:



- Which opportunity do we want to choose?

- Which stage do we want to target enthusiasts at?

- Who are we going to talk to confirm the direction?

- What value(s) do we want to bring to reality technology?

Ideation
Once we are aligned under one opportunity, we will 
generate ideas and properly solutionize.



Special Note:

We will be creating ideas in a remote enviroment, so we 
will probably also run into the challenge of conveying our 
own ideas across the Internet to each other :’) 



Next Steps
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Design Principles

Foster Synchronization Sustain the Magic

Simplify Complexity Break Free of 2D

We want designers to have the ability to 
synchronize their concepts and ideas more 
easily across different stakeholders despite 
having different backgrounds and knowledge. 2

4

1

3 Many existing tools are complicated and 
feel overwhelming to use. We want our 
solution to simplify a very complex 
technology into something easy to grasp.





We want users to have the ability to more 
naturally convey 3D spatial ideas to other 
people without compromising their original 
vision (which often means degrading it to a 
2D version or verbal instructions).

It’s very easy for people to quit during the journey 
because of multiple reasons. We want to provide 
reassurance for people at multiple stages to 
sustain their initial magic feeling so they can 
finish the entire journey with tireless tenacity.
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Appendix
Cycle 1



Full list of Tools

Outreach Emails




Cycle 2



Initial Research Plan 

Outreach Email for SMEs

Interview Script for Designers (general) + Notes

Interview Script SMEs (general) + Notes




Cycle 3



Screener

Screener Response

Interview Script for Enthusiasts (general) + Notes

Interview Script for Professional (general) + Notes

Consent Form
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Cycle 1 - Full list of tools
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Cycle 1 - Outreach Emails

Medium - Email

Medium - LinkedIn
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Cycle 1 - Interview Script (General)

Introductions

Agenda summary

Who are we?

Backgrounds

Goals



A little bit about you

Our project area

How do designers & other non-technical professionals work on prototyping in AR/VR/MR?



Questions:

What are the major pain points that you and your team have when designing for 
AR/VR/MR?

Also, what do you wish you had for making your work easier and faster?



What kind of designers (background) do you work with? 

If your team is hiring designers for MR, what are the traits you look for? (skills, background, 
degrees, etc.)

What do you know about Microsoft Maquette?

When you work with designers, what type of tools do they use to communicate prototypes 
to you and developers?



How do you prioritize the features needed from team/client/customer?

What’s the current plan of release AR/VR features roadmap?

What the principle of selecting the project from Mix reality portfolio



What do you think it will take to get more market acceptance?

Do you see lack of content as a problem in this space? If so, how do you think this problem 
could be resolved?


Currently working on Mixed reality video calling application, which is already shipped into market 

3 user cases with links embedded:

Collaboration repair: technicians get help from remote professionals. Get pointing

Remote inspection: Remote check of the item quality from supplier 

Training: Skill share using MR, more on physical side 



Pain point: Learning curve for various potential inputs of HoloLens



Microsoft is working on research to create guideline for design/prototype for AR/VR



Evaluate the design ideas for Hololens:

How easy to make the new design consistent across the platform

Consider the accessibility 

Flexible for user to adapt in various scenario (environment, space, body movement)

Performs ethnography to observe that users use this way and this helps them to validate their choices.



Valuable traits in a designer that she sees - First thing, a designer who asks really good questions about 
the user(find the core need). Second, a designer should be proactive and understand the technical 
feasibility before they start prototyping with their concepts. Thirdly, designers who can predict an 
unpredictable user’s possible actions. 2 types of designers: 1) Animation Designer -- need to know unity, 2) 
User flow designer -- use figma, no unity required 



Feedback for Microsoft Maquette: 

Pretty quickly, using pre-build assets to build something. 



Hololens team (1 feature?) - 7 PMs (Write all docs, Customer relation management), 30 Devs and 4-5 
Designers. Workflow for Hololens (1 feature) - Twice a year there’s a 6 month road map. All PMs work on the 
brief proposal to fix based on customer feedback and describe the overall flow and finally work with 
developers.



PM takes a feature and writes the documentation of research (expection, so fast I need to check audio 
later). 1 month before the release, work on the debugs instead of new functions. 



How to push forward the market adept of AR: 

Google glass: 2D AR headset. Just add a layer of live video on the corner of the screen. Much easy to 
achieve and cheaper to produce. Not much computing power. Form factor is smaller compared to 
hololens. Failure of Google Glass might be privacy concern. Competitors: Moverio, NReal. Headsets are 
expensive, Wearables are mediocre. Not suitable for consumers. User case for consumer seems not 
powerful and less seen, doesn’t look cool. Instagram and snapchat (Mobile based AR) increase the market 
acceptance of AR. 



MR based customer support could be a potential application. Using CV to detect the problem from live 
footage and loop in technicians. 



Killer App: Snapchat, Instagram, Spark AR(make the development easier), IKEA are out there but still hard 
to attract people to use it.


Cycle 1 - Interview Notes
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Cycle 2 - Outreach Email for SMEs
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Cycle 2 - Interview Script for 
Non-aR/vR Designer (general)

Introduction: 

Thank you so much for talking to us today. This is for our capstone project: 
which is helping designers entering the field of reality technology 

We will be recording but this is for a school project so this information will not 
be shared.

We would like to learn about your design journey (including school education + 
professional work + any online learning you have done)

Please answer even questions you think are obvious (because of our familiarity)



Design Journey: Understand their life journey of skillset building

Could you remind us of your work before coming to our program?

What was your undergraduate major?

Which school classes or other resources do you feel were the most valuable to 
your professional expertise?

     Optional: How would you differentiate yourself from other designers?

What are some of the most important things you learned from that class or 
other resources? Ex. being careful of color when working with prints, or 
capturing the moment from photography.

How did instructors use various exercises to help you practice these design 
principles?



AR/VR/MR/XR Opportunities

Have you experienced AR/VR/MR/XR before?

In which form, and via which apps? 

What did you think about your experience?

     (repeat for each time they experienced AR/VR)

What is your impression of the AR/VR/MR/XR industry?

Are you interested in designing for this space?

     If so, what is keeping you from trying it out? Can you list the possible pain 
points that have encountered/anticipate encountering when you design for this 
space?

Did any resources you have prepare you for designing for AR/VR?

     If so, what resources + what did you learn?

     If not, what things would you want to learn in order to dive into this field?

     If not, why not? What would motivate you to explore this area more?

If you can think of a designer currently working in this field, what skillsets 
would you expect that person to have? 



Learn their experience with designing for 3D

Going back to your design journey(education + work), have you worked with 3D 
design? (something not 2D or beyond the traditional screen)

     If yes, could you tell us about a project which involved 3D design?

Did you have trouble moving from 2D thinking to 3D thinking? 

Do you think your previous design journey could have been improved with more 
3D thinking to help you?

     If so, how do you think you could add more 3D practice into your design 
journey?

If not in school, what are alternative resources that could improve your 3D 
skills/thinking?

     If no, what do you like most about your current field? 

Do you see the potential of transition to beyond 2D in your field?

     How would you be willing to participate?

Would you consider yourself a 2D designer or 3D designer?

As a 2D/3D designer, do you think it’s more difficult to move from 2D to 3D or 
from 3D to 2D?

If you were given an AR/VR project right now, what kind of tools (from your 
existing experience) would you like to use to create/prototype a solution?



(free question time)

Any additional questions from our side

Any questions you (user) have for us?
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Cycle 2 - Interview Notes for an 
individual Non-ar/vr Designer

Major: 

New media publishing at Rochester, bachelor of science. Print degree -> web design, tablet publishing 
cuz diff. forms of publishing



Class Course: 

Worked for magazine for first digital editions on ipad and iphone. Everyone thought this was new exciting 
medium for the future

Magazine publishing class w/ adobe suite tools, Quark express (?) similar to indesign, front end of digital 
publishing tools - remake magazines to figure out how to navigate on a tablet - 

Editorial designers weren’t used to making long scroll magazine text - Wired magazine was helping 
readers navigate that. Adobe basically made tool with conqe nast & wired

If interested into tablet publishing, look into HCI classes - principles (freshman video game designers), 
HCI 2 was where she made first app solution. Got job via magazine publishing class - made print & digital 
format magazine 



Design Principle: 

‘We take pretty things and make them functionally correct’ <- made UX interesting to her. Production 
mindset - not user-centric but technically correct so relates to UX since objectively it makes things work 
better



The practice of Design principle:

Did you make this thing happen? Professors gave feedback, but on the students to make things happen - 
was infuriating as some who cares. Gave a lot of technical help (ex. Basic javascript skill, looking at things 
wired had done and replicating it). This shaped her as a designer: intrinsically motivated so helped 
motivation for career, ‘made it work on her own’

Not much design process - haven’t gone through design processes, no feedback, no oversight. Nobody 
telling her to do things, no iterative design because monthly. Even though digital product, went through 
print process (no going back to edit). No effort spent on digital medium. Print was where the money was



Experience of AR/VR/XR:

Tangentially, played with consumer headsets at friend’s home, playing video games.

Walk around and pop balloons, catapulting it - collection of mini games built to take advantage of the 
realm, party short games. Experience was really fun, enjoyable. Cameras and equipment involved in a 
small brooklyn involved = 1 video game room. Equally as fun to watch other people play it because they 
looked silly. Fun because novelty nature because she hadn’t played games in that way. Because of 
physical nature of it, inherently more entertaining than controller

At some point, used Google cardboard and remember looking around at dinosaur landscape, pretty 
impressed by the lo fi construction + still have this experience.

Cardboard was before the headset, novelty factor. Different experience just looking at picture vs 
interacting, can’t accurately compare them against each other, stand out for different reasons. 



About AR/VR/XR industry:

Personally a little skeptical - wonder if it’s tech invented, ‘people will figure out what to do with it’ instead 
of human centered. Outside of video games, still feels like it’s a niche not taken off yet. 

Remember pokemon go summer, ‘is this adding value?’ using abnormal phone behavior. While idea is 
meaningful, either tech is not there or society hasn’t adapted yet, barrier of entry (need a whole room) is 
too high to permeate society to make it less niche. Personally can’t fathom meaningful everyday 
applications

About VR/AR/MR work

Would be super impactful and meaningful to find good use for this tech. Everyone has immediate reaction of ‘this 
is crazy!’ To design this, could touch more people and that’s interesting. Never against a solution, would rather 
have research direct her to the solution. Would be excited if the solution led to there

Challenges: Definitely 3D design, spaces. Immersive 3D game world would be a huge barrier of entry. 
Understanding the physics - what makes these experiences immersive - need to do a ton more secondary 
research on math/methods/physics. Don’t know the tools and software that people would use to make it

If given a headset, would go to google - ‘how to design for vr’ - don’t know software to use, establish baseline to 
begin. Could not even guess what the tools are - ‘is there a GUI? Is it all code based? Truly no clue where to start’, 
completely foreign to her.

Education preparing for this space: 

Game designers might have best experience designing for immersive world. Would love to learn storytelling or 
having another design solution available. Basis in 3D modeling and rendering would have given her better mindset.



2D -> 3D thinking:

Not against designing for 3D but feels very foreign - printed magazine is inherently not 3D. Any editorial design - all 
illustrations outsourced so no possibility. What drew her to print was the permanence of it - work toward making 
the most perfect thing and then it’s done - was really appealing to her. 

Interesting and inspiring about UX - the opposite: ability to make something work for ppl and do iterative design - 
beauty in both ends of that spectrum 

Never designed off the screen. Closest is a student project - wearable concept = most 3D project she came 
closest to. Credits team member with interpreting her sketches - bad personal sketch + reference images, 
conversations and using other ppls work helpful to explain and clarify what’s in their heads.



‘New things are scary’ - feels paralyzed when she feels out of her element - all this 2D experience feels her feel out 
of her element in this interview. Don’t know anything, try to find things that are ‘right’ are important to her to fix 
whatever mistakes she makes. Can do digestible small steps toward 3D objects (need analogy to start)

Thinks it’s much harder to go from 2D to 3D - imagine 3D designers to already have a 2D design background. Think 
2D is much more ubiquitous (sculpting vs painting), lower barrier to entry maybe because of cost of tools involved 
or more childhood opportunities to work in 2D art. Other barriers: not good at illustration and drawing, hard with 
getting perspective right, ‘not only do u have to get light and shading right on 1 side of the object, but u have to get 
it right on other faces’ ← overwhelming mentally. Less like artifact looking at vs interactive, hard for her to wrap 
her head around



Ideal designer for AR/VR/MR:

Video game design background because early work being done, technical programming background, Heavier 
motion and cinema graphics rendering skill. Less graphic design, more immersive 3D changing designs.



If she had to build with her current knowledge:

Don’t know any methods. Would try to create immersive environment - physically creating something in real world 
and not worry about tech. Create city of boxes, rearrange an actual physical space. Would manipulate actual 
physical space - better results than trying to do something right now on a computer. Make a space and not tech.



Other questions:

Drawing background? No classes in college, did architectural drawing class was so hard for her. Hard time 
translating sight ahead of her into drawing, didn’t ever quite figure out how to break things into bit sized pieces, 
never knew where to start, didn’t know how to refine something, everytime she adjusted it messed something else 
up. Perspective is so hard. 
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Cycle 2 - Interview Script for SME (General)

Introduction (1-2 mins) - Warm Up

We really appreciate you for taking some time out for us and doing this 
interview.

     Our project space: 

     Our objectives: Learn what it’s like for a designer to enter the field & the      

     product cycle workflow

We will be recording this meeting - please confirm if this is okay

Please answer any questions even if they seem obvious.

If at any point, the questions we ask touch on things you can’t talk about 
because of company-wise policy or feel uncomfortable about, please tell us and 
we will move on.



Your experiences entering this field (10 mins)

What is your work experience leading up to this position?

How did you learn about this space? 

What were your impressions when you entered the field of AR/VR?

What problems did you experience entering the space? Examples & how you 
overcame them?

     What could have helped you?

Gaming experience & dev experience - how has that helped you work in this 
area?

How have these skills changed your mindset?



Team Structure (5 mins)

Which team are (were) you in? How long have you been here?

How many people are in your team, and what are their titles and roles?

Do your teammates typically have experience in the reality technologies field 
before coming to this team? 

     If yes, what kind of experience do they have? 

     If not, what do they struggle with while onboarding?

What are the things/skills you look for in recruiting people to your team?



Workflow (20 mins)

Can you walk me through a typical process of creating (whatever their team 
does), from initial idea to production? 

(if they are stuck) Can you walk us through a recent project? 

Try to divide the process into different pieces [tips] 

What tools do they use (at each step)?

     Early-stage prototype: What are the ways that your team prototypes quickly 
in order to get the initial ideas and concepts out? 

     Late-stage prototype: 

Who are the people involved at each step? What skills do they need to do at this 
step?

Which part(s) of the workflow do you feel are the most challenging? 

How would you make it easier?

How about other parts? 

(if not already in workflow) How does your team collaborate?

How would you define the collaboration to come to work in AR/VR? 
(communication between team members, sharing files, etc.)



Advice (5 mins):

What are the special skills that designers need to have to succeed in this 
space? (that designers in other spaces might not have)

Do designers learn these skills through their experience here or do they come 
in with these skills?

(if not already mentioned) How valuable do you think it is for designers to have 
3D thinking skills? 

(if not already mentioned) How do they convey their ideas across a team of 
multi-disciplinary designers/developers?

What would you recommend to a person who wants to design for this space?



Closing Questions: (5 mins -10mins) - Depends if we have more of their time 
and questions

How satisfied are you working in the AR/VR field?

Would they ever consider switching out of the space?

(optional) What opportunities do you see in the field of AR/VR?

Do you feel there is more opportunity in AR or VR?



(free question time)

Any additional questions from our side

Any questions you (user) have for us?
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Cycle 2 - Interview Notes for an SME

Introduction:

Condense format of his work - Started off doing graphic design (Web and mobile) + Games and activity.

Worked in Xbox games at Microsoft

Group started to work on Hololens and now it’s a product that faces the customer and enterprises.

Most work is in Hololens and other VR devices



Your experiences entering this field:

Medium article - a year after joining the Hololens team;

Mainly work on AR space

Worked on 3D from school; 3D design; working in 3D and 3D space;

Developing in-game space helped him to learn a lot

Since most work is on game engines; it’s easier to understand the room and space and interact with the 
object in the space.

Biggest challenge is adapting the 2D design to 3D space.

Went from desktop to mobile and to 3D space; It really took a long time to get where we are at;

Adoption of the phone took a really long time; even though the 3D display was out before;

We focus to direct uses back to content; Depth is a huge thing we work on;

FOV is really important to consider; for users to interact with content within 2 meters of range.

With Hololens 2 we are getting content in the range of 1 meter; 

With the experience I have, I feel designers are a way of pushing the limits of the programers to make 
things possible.

Programming helped me understand the Interactivity aspect that is possible in the real world.

In Hololens, I skip the wireframing and just jump into the Hololens; in a very crude way I throw cubes and 
try to manipulate with a little bit with them. Also, sometimes I use unity.

MRTK is a toolkit that we use in Unity for the Mixed reality to just drag in and make something without 
coding at all. It helps to wireframe with MRTK for the Hololens.

It’s an easier way to make things with prototyping tools. 



Team Structure:

Team of 5 people with most of them is the game developers; the Majority of the implementation is done 
by the developers.

Creative art directors | 3D artist | Designers | texture art | Have a strict budget to work on.

60frames is where we have to target.

To avoid nausea, we have to really aim to maintain the frame rate.

Optimization of everything and not only frame rate is supercritical.

Studio head, PMs, Creative artist, UX designers, Designers, Engineers ( system and tools, game 
development)

Game developer -> Microsoft learning -> Gamifying experience to learn and bring them back to learning.

Game dev is really a huge crunch; you have to hack and learn a lot from the experience you go through.

Have a wide variety of experience; 

Things they look - people entering have to have a different experience to the studio team; so that they 
can look at problems and processes in a holistic and broadway. 

We need to have more designers to improve UX.

We need to bring a balance to the work team.

Games would certainly be more excited to create but we need folks to make this technology reach more 
users.

Workflow:

Being able to virtualize - CLINT software??

Get feedback from the design as cheaply as possible; 

Missed few points -- refer the Zoom cloud meeting notes.

We come up with a design and see of they meet the requirements; He’s the first person on the team to check the 
backbone and what the application could be; just to blockout the flow of the appliation;

Go back to UI designers; work on colors; and again go back to hi-fi

Low fi to hi-fi and repeat them in loop - grey box or white box process; More or like a messy; similar to how game 
dev works.

Sketching the concepts are done in 2D

Storyboards like animation and 2d happen to communicate with the customer.

It’s important to communicate the customer and show them a good direction of what we are stirring.

Design ←→ customer has back and forth communication.

Game development is very patchy and doesn’t work really well.

Collaboration: Customer → Creative director → Me → out to the team → build; Any problem in the end result. 
Team → me → creative director → customer. 

Opportunity to work with tester; the best way to break the entire idea and stress test it.

Nobody is a UX designer; Totally okay to throw a bad idea; I’m wrong sometimes; just trust in the data and to show 
the right direction; If there’s a problem in the data or the way things work → he’s responsible.

Each customer is different and how granular they want to be involved in the entire process.

So do they want to micro-manage? Or Just make final decisions; It’s like a blue box and it’s really tricky.

Most of the times don’t really know what they want; We have to take a lot of effort to show what they want;

Microsoft Teams for collaboration; Building something on Hololens and post videos on the communication 
platform; 

Sharepoint to share the project files; To organize the files/repository.

One note to store the docs/agenda/storyboards and processes. 

We Concept with videos or make them try on Hololens; Things always look better on Device.

Sooner we get the customer on a device; It’s really good to always show on the device.

In between development,  we use videos to quickly convey among the team.



Advice:

The goal is to make UX better; Inclusive design is also an area where we spend a lot of time and effort; Even if we 
have no opportunity in that space; we still do the drill to make sure our work and devices are inclusive.

Making that jump from 2D to 3D; we must understand the spatial sense;  we cannot control the user and it’s always 
important to direct their attention;

He mentions about an outlier; where it was an eye-opening scenario for the entire team;

2D ← → 3D thinking = get onto the device early on; It’s sooner and it’s fast; It’s also the best possible shift; Explore 
more on this space (AR/MR/VR). 



Closing:

Super satisfied; emerging tech; no new standards; new opportunities; there isn’t any expectation; very 
interesting; Always thinking about AI;

There isn’t anything in this world that is so precise as the mouse or keyboard.

AI is the way to maybe solve the next most precise thing to work on.

Believes that the future will be devices-less and that’s how the future is going to be.
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Cycle 3 - Screener
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Cycle 3 - Screener Response
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Cycle 3 - Selected 
Participants Outreach Emails
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Cycle 3 - Interview Script For Enthusiast 
(General)

Introductions: (2 mins)

We really appreciate you for taking some time out for us and doing this 
interview.

We are a group of master student from UW HCI program and hoping to help  
AR/VR/MR/XR design enthusiasts transition into a professional role in reality 
technology

We will be recording this meeting - please confirm if this is okay

Our agenda of the day:

We want to learn a bit about you and your background

And your journey of the learning experience in AR/VR 



Please introduce yourself: (5 mins)

Your background?

Where are you currently in your career?

What do you identify as in the field?



Your Journey: Can you tell me about your journey of this space? (40 mins)

Can you tell me about your holistic/entire journey, from when you first started 
playing with tools to where you are now?



Motivation:

Can you tell me more about when (year)  and how you got into this space? 

What got you interested in this field?

What’s your current goal?

Based on what you told me about your goal, how far do you think you are in your 
journey?



First Project:

How did all this begin for you? exploring and trying out, playing with things?

Which tool/resources did you use? When and how did you know and learn these 
tools? 

How long did you play with these tools and when did you feel confident enough 
to create content? 

When did you start creating content for this space? (when they identify what 
are they doing is creating content instead of playing with tools)

When did you create your first project?

How long did it take for you to finish this project?

What were the most challenging things at the beginning when you started 
creating content?

How did you overcome these challenges in projects?



Most Important Project:

Have you completed a lot of projects? If so, could you give a rough number? 
(one/some/a lot)

Could you walk us through the process of your favorite project that you feel that 
you learn the most things? (mainly as their evolution of the quality/process of 
projects)

When did you complete that project? 

How long did it take for you to finish this project?

Which part do you feel is the most challenging in this project?



Most recent project:

How would you compare your recent project to your very first project? 

If you can go back and redo your 1st project, how would you do it differently?

Can you share with me some of your learnings from the projects you’ve worked 
on?



Mind/Think change through the journey (between early and late stage):

How would you compare designing content for AR/VR with designing content 
for another medium? 

How did you think differently?

How do you design for 3D spaces? What’s your approach?



Job Search:

Job searching related question 

Process/resource

Struggles/challenges



What’s next?

What are you currently doing and what’s on your to-do list?

Which part do you think you could get improved?



(free question time)

Any additional questions from our side

Any questions you (user) have for us?
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Cycle 3 - Interview Notes for an Enthusiast

Background

Such a dynamic field - have to use new language on a pretty regular basis

Multi-disciplinary artist, community catalyst, educator

Bkg in carnegie mellon: art tech and media. Lot of pioneering thoughts about media in the future

Artist (print, interactive media, web) also design (working also in ar and immersive)



Journey:

Started in 2016 

Over 6-7 years

Teaching at Cornish - taught the senior capstone team. Also teaching history of motion design

Igniting partnerships with microsoft - chronozoom (experiencing time in immersive way using new tech) - 
moving people through time & space 

Applied for hololens grant - didn’t get but still working with them. Students (theater, artists, performers, 
architects) - wanted to explore the medium. 2016: Microsoft provided team to support - technical team to 
help work. 10 immersive projects using hololens - simulations, immersive gaming, performances

Painter: very well trained, not too advanced. Prolly spent 1000 hrs in VR - both always learning. Taught her 
how he worked in those environments - good teacher

2017-18: Started international program in chile - created interdisciplinary exchange program

Brought chileans to US, created immersive training - introducing all the kinds of things u can do with 
phone, 3D photography

Project: gallery mapped out in VR. Glass models from czechoslovakia - collaborated with marine biologist 
- Vr experiences of marine invertebrates 

Presented at conference in california  - AR cards to project specimens



6 projects total



Goal & motivation:

Traditional painting practice - move it to immersive space, irresistible. You could build molecule from the 
inside out - scale, build, change ur relationship to the subject - super intriguing

Took lessons from artist in VR (virtual painting & drawing) hired to teach at cornish. Worked with him 
since 2016. 2017 - brought into chile project

Current goals: 2 impacts

3 years zooming with colleagues in chile - virtual collaboration, convening, co-creation in virtual space

Make the leap - once they do, they have diff ideas of how to use this experience

Hybrid practice: art, tech, educator - push that



Learnings:

Hands on technical crafting - in tiltbrush

When teaching: unity, game dev. Learning here as educator and not as content creator

Microsoft: 3d and 4d data visualization - models of data to see from all angles



Tools:

New Oculus quest. Has not started compiling those tools - partner is starting to use 

She does a lot of processing with mobile apps on her phone - pull it out onto phone -- pull it back into the 
computer.

Use Google tiltbrush, use more sculptural tools, Glitch apps on phone

Get most technical help from more technical partners on projects + online communities


Just finished project: Started january 2020, stopped because of covid - created with Nathan Dipietro

3 month residency at botanical garden, spent time researching focus - japanese maple - created intricate portrait 
of the specimen. Nathan did most of the rendering

Worked in team: she would do photography and microscopy to get detailed images to work from. She deferred to 
nathan as a resource + his community. As part of the community - share out work to tiltbrush artists, lot of 
engagement from artists + content creators - built in expert advice. Communities built from the products - 
facebook google tiltbrush communities



Not an industry creative

1st project was gateway drug - may not have come out with most incredible end product - came out with boundless 
excitement for the medium

Bkg in art director - not just personal creator but assembles teams of creatives

Also curated teams and created curriculum

With something new: not that many resources starting out - early project was just figuring out our own formal 
training - what to do first, toolkit, what do u build on it? Daunting for people

I’m not technical but in a super technical place

Also i’m not creative enough

So many things to know before u even get into

Just get in there and muck around! Just gotta experience 



Learnings:

Creating the right conditions to invite ppl into these experimental spaces so they can discover what they can build. 
Check out microsoft future workplace - super exciting. Creating access is really important. Not just ppl in rarified 
spaces to get access. Create projects/products that open the door to other ppl experiencing it and learning about 
it. She doesn’t want ppl to be intimidated. All around who has the technology



Virtual painting lessons in her studio

Needed orientation experience - don’t go in there for anything except acclimating to the environment - important 
piece to explain, find metaphors for making ppl understand how diff it is. 

Toggling back and forth - between real world and virtual - going on a journey. What ur doing outside the realm is 
just as important as what’s happening inside the space. Important for figuring out what u want to achieve there

Exercises: work in teams, everyone gets a turn - work together in united team



Next steps:

Exploring virtual spaces - viewing venue to identify to show work - art galleries in VR. take art experiences and 
export them into other vr experiences. Research, CADAF (artbasel, digital art) - communities she’s becoming a part 
of.

Creating and facilitating co-creation spaces. Really technical access problem. Started this with chile project 
without knowing this is where they’re going



Other questions from the team:

What was the moment when you first felt the magic? First immersive experience in 2016 - endless studio space

How did you know u had to teach this? Offers senses that are so different. Scale - could be rendering in spaces + 
having reference material of building - mockup, it’s just super powerful prototyping tool



When you have it to yourself, that’s when you really make progress. Hrs using the tool and getting the workflow

Questions around workflow: orientation, how to do certain things.

Next level after technical - being efficient in the space so that you use the tools wisely
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Consent form for Each Cycle
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